We report the sequential two-step pulsed laser deposition of nanostructures consisting of ZnO thin films covered with Au nanoparticles. Zn and Au targets were alternatively submitted to pulses generated by a frequency tripled Nd:yttrium aluminium garnet ͑ = 355 nm, ϳ 10 ns, =10 Hz͒ laser. The ZnO films were synthesized in 20 Pa oxygen pressure, whereas the subsequent Au coverage was applied in vacuum. The dynamics of Au nanoparticles grown on the ZnO thin-films surface was studied by atomic force microscopy as a function of number of laser pulses applied for the ablation of the Au target. The nanoparticle diameters increase with the number of laser pulses while their height decreases. The local electric properties of the uncoated ͑reference͒ and coated with Au ZnO thin films was investigated by current sensing mode atomic force microscopy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Controlled growth of nanostructures that consist of small noble-metal particles with a few up to a few tens of nanometer dimensions on the surface of wide-band-gap transition metal oxide surfaces focused considerable attention during the last years. [1] [2] [3] [4] Indeed, due to their valuable electronic and optical properties, the noble-metal/transition-metal oxide composite systems find application in numerous technological areas, such as oxide supported metal catalysts and gas sensors. 1, 2 Moreover, the experiments show that in biosensors the gold nanoparticles enhance enzyme adhesion. 5, 6 It was found that these special, nanoparticle-supported gas or biosensors exhibit high sensitivity, good reproducibility, and long-term stability. 1 As it is known, the size and the shape of metal particles on oxide surfaces determine the reactivity of the noblemetal/transition-metal oxide systems to the ambient gas atoms or molecules. 1, 4 The various growth modes of metal particles on thin oxide films have been reviewed in Ref. 1 for different noble-metal/metal oxide combinations. The growth of noble metal on a given transition-metal oxide surface was shown to be dependent on the nature of the deposited noble metals. In the particular case of ZnO surface, layer-by-layer growth is characteristic for Ni ͑Ref. 7͒ and Pt. 8 Conversely, Cu on ZnO displays a two-dimensional ͑2D͒ island growth, 1 or Stranski-Krastanov nucleation, 9 whereas Pd shows a layer-by-layer, 7 or Volmer-Weber three-dimensional ͑3D͒ island clusters formation. 10 The purpose of our investigations is the study of the evolution of the shape and size of Au particles on the surface of ZnO thin films in view of the determination of the growth mode, as a function of increasing Au coverage. Both ZnO and Au were grown by pulsed laser deposition. This work is a development of investigations of ZnO thin films deposition on Si ͑001͒ and SiO 2 ͑001͒ substrates. 11, 12 These previous studies permitted us to identify the optimum experimental conditions that allow for the growth of ZnO films with c-axis-oriented crystal structure.
To date only a few groups reported the growth of Au nanoparticles on ZnO films surfaces. [13] [14] [15] In the mentioned studies the Au/ ZnO nanostructures were grown via evaporation 13 or rf sputtering methods. 14, 15 This work presents the extension of pulsed laser deposition technique to the study of the evolution of Au nanoparticles growth on ZnO thin films for sensing applications.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The deposition of the Au nanostructures was carried out inside a stainless-steel vacuum chamber. Prior to each laser irradiation the chamber was evacuated down to a residual pressure of 6 ϫ 10 −4 Pa. To promote the ablation of the Zn and Au targets the pulses of a Quantel Mo. YG851 Nd:yttrium aluminium garnet ͑YAG; = 355 nm, FWHM ϳ 10 ns͒ laser were applied at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The laser fluence was estimated at 6.6 J / cm 2 . To avoid drilling under the action of multipulse laser irradiation, both the Zn and Au targets were placed on a moveable vacuum-compatible computer-controlled XY table. The Si ͑001͒ substrates were positioned parallel to the targets a͒ Electronic mail: egyorgy@icmab.es b͒ at 40 mm distance. During the growth of the ZnO / Au structures, the substrates were heated at a temperature of 300°C.
The targets and substrates were carefully cleaned with acetone in ultrasonic bath before introducing them into the vacuum chamber. Before the depositions took place the targets were exposed to a preliminary ablation step. During the laser preconditioning a shutter was interposed halfway between the targets and the substrate, parallel to them. According to previous experience this is essential for removing the last contaminants and impurities present on the surface of the targets.
All ZnO thin films were deposited in 20 Pa oxygen pressure, under the action of 70 000 laser pulses. The subsequent Au coverage was performed at a 6 ϫ 10 −4 Pa background pressure. Its thickness was varied by increasing the number of laser pulses from 300 to 9000.
The deposited ZnO thin films and Au/ ZnO nanostructures were investigated by atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒ with a PicoSPM apparatus from Molecular Imaging. The films surface morphology was studied by acoustic ͑dynamic͒ mode and their local electric properties by current sensing contact mode AFM. 16, 17 Figure 1 contains the AFM images, surface profiles, and histograms of the grains' ͑nanoparticles͒ diameters of the uncovered ZnO thin films and Au/ ZnO nanostructures obtained with different number of laser pulses applied for the irradiation of the Au targets. We note that all the histograms of grains' diameters ͓Figs. 1͑c͒, 1͑f͒, 1͑i͒, and 1͑m͔͒ as well as the maximum and average heights were evaluated on 25 m 2 AFM scan areas. As can be observed, the surface of the uncovered ZnO thin film ͓Figs. 1͑a͒-1͑c͔͒ is composed by grains with maximum diameters of about 50 nm. The maximum height was found to be about 14 nm. The average diameter of the nanoparticles was calculated to be about 20 nm and the average height around 8 nm.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
According to literature, 18-21 the characteristic elements of ZnO film surfaces are grains with dimensions from a few tens up to 100-200 nm. The growth and final surface morphology practically do not depend on the films' deposition technique. [18] [19] [20] [21] More precisely, ZnO film growth is dominated by a 3D tip-type pattern of islands, whenever the film thickness exceeds a characteristic threshold value. 18 Below this threshold, i.e., at thickness values of a few nanometers, the ZnO films grow in a layer-by-layer mode and its surface is atomically flat.
The factors which stay at the origin of the 3D growth are not yet completely elucidated. Nevertheless, it was suggested in Ref. 18 that above the critical thickness, misfit dislocations are produced in the growing films structure. Then, the strained epilayer will minimize its energy by 3D island formation. We mention that the thickness of our ZnO films measured by wavelength dispersive x-ray spectroscopy was about 80 nm, well above the critical thickness value.
To promote the metal/transition-metal oxide heterostructures growth we covered in a second step with Au the obtained ZnO films. To this purpose, the Au targets were submitted to different number of laser. Under visual inspection the uncovered ZnO films were transparent. On the other hand, the bluelike color of the ZnO thin films covered with Au was a first indication of the formation of Au clusters, rather than a continuous yellow metallic Au layer. 22 FIG. 1. AFM images, surface profiles, and histograms of nanoparticles diameter counted on 25 m 2 surface areas for reference ZnO thin films ͓͑a͒, ͑b͒, and ͑c͔͒, as well as ZnO films with Au coverage obtained with 1200 ͓͑d͒, ͑e͒, and ͑f͔͒, 4600 ͓͑g͒, ͑h͒, and ͑i͔͒, and 9000 ͓͑k͒, ͑l͒, and ͑m͔͒ laser pulses.
By AFM investigations no significant differences were observed in the surface morphology, grain shape, and dimensions, for laser pulses less than about 1200 ͓Figs. 1͑d͒-1͑f͔͒, as compared to the uncovered ZnO films. We note that Au additive on TiO 2 surface has been reported to form agglomerated clusters with comparable shape and size to the semiconductor grains. 23 Therefore, it should be reasonable to attribute to this effect the similar surface morphologies of the uncovered ZnO and Au covered ZnO thin films.
When continuing the deposition ͓Figs. 1͑g͒-1͑m͔͒, the average diameter of the grains increases gradually from about 20 nm corresponding to the samples obtained with less than 1200 pulses ͓Fig. 1͑f͔͒, to about 50 nm for the largest number ͑9000͒ of laser pulses used for the Au coverage application ͓Fig. 1͑m͔͒. Conversely, the grains' average height decreases with the increase of the number of laser pulses from about 6 nm corresponding to the sample obtained with 1200 laser pulses ͓Fig. 1͑e͔͒ to about 2 nm for the highest number of pulses applied for the ablation of the Au target ͓Fig. 1͑l͔͒. Consequently, the minimum root-mean-square ͑rms͒ roughness of the surfaces decreases from about 4 nm for the uncovered ZnO films to about 1 nm for the ZnO films with Au coverage obtained with 9000 laser pulses.
On the other hand, the grains' density decreases with the increase of the number of laser pulses applied for the Au coverage ͓see Figs. 1͑c͒, 1͑f͒, 1͑i͒ , and 1͑m͔͒. This proves the partial coalescence of the Au nanoparticles during their growth. The coalescence of the nanoparticles can also explain the mentioned decrease of their relative height. We note, however, that the transition from spherical to an elliptical morphology with the increase of the metal coverage was reported also in Ref. 24 in the case of Pd clusters. Very small clusters ͑Ͻ4 nm͒ were found to mostly exhibit a spherical shape, while for larger particles the lateral size exceeds the cluster height. Figure 2 summarizes the results concerning the evolution of the grains' average diameters and heights, respectively, as a function of applied laser pulses to obtain the Au coverage. One clearly notices that the increase of the number of laser pulses results in the increase of the nanoparticles diameter, accompanied by the decrease of their height.
The 3D type growth mode of metal particles on oxide surfaces was associated to the metal affinity to oxygen. The more reactive is the metal, the more bidimensional is the islands' growth. 25 Thus, the observed 3D growth of Au on the ZnO thin films surfaces could be due to the reduced reactivity of Au to oxygen. In other studies the existence of a critical coverage at which the growth mode switches from two-to three-dimensional islands was reported for Cu on ZnO, 26 and for Au on TiO 2 surface. 27 The transition from two-to a three-dimensional growth mode was explained by the metal adatom migration and island nucleation.
The local electric properties of the Au clusters were further studied using current sensing mode atomic force microscopy. Figure 3 shows the typical AFM images and the cor- responding conductivity maps of 1 ϫ 1 m 2 area of uncovered ZnO surface ͑a͒ and ͑b͒, as well as of ZnO films with Au coverage which were obtained with 1200 ͓͑c͒ and ͑d͔͒ and 9000 laser pulses ͓͑e͒ and ͑f͔͒. The conductivity map of uncovered ZnO surface is uniform, whereas the contrast of the Au covered surfaces proves the existence of differently conducting zones.
In order to find out more about the local conductivity on the Au covered surface, we recorded the current-voltage ͑I-V͒ curves in different zones. Typical curves, measured in the center of the dark areas corresponding to the Au nanoparticles ͑continuous lines͒, and close to their borders measured on the light zones ͑dashed lines͒ are given in Fig. 4 . As can be observed, the center of the nanoparticles have a metallic character, while the zones close to their borders exhibit insulating behavior with a zero current value. Similar studies of local electric properties have been performed in the case of Au clusters deposited on MgO and TiO 2 surfaces. 28 The authors found distinct I-V curves depending on the cluster size. The gradual transition from insulator up to the bulk metallic electronic structure proceeds along with the increase of the metal cluster sizes. The metallic behavior becomes obvious for clusters with diameters larger than about 5 nm. These data are in good agreement with our results where the deposited Au clusters have diameters of the order of a few tens of nanometer. We recall that in sensor applications the presence of metallic clusters is required to ensure better selectivity and sensitivity, as well as the diminishment of the response time and working temperature as compared to the base, uncovered transition-metal oxide. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 23 
IV. CONCLUSION
We studied the evolution of the Au nanoparticles morphology deposited on the surface of ZnO thin films. Both the Au coverage and the underlying ZnO films were grown by pulsed laser deposition. A frequency tripled Nd:YAG laser ͑ = 355 nm, FWHM ϳ 10 ns, =10 Hz͒ was used for the multipulse irradiation of the Zn and Au targets, respectively.
The deposition of the ZnO films was performed in a lowpressure oxygen atmosphere, while the Au coverage was deposited in vacuum. The AFM studies showed that the nanoparticles diameter increases with the increase of the amount of deposited Au, while their height decreases. The investigations of the local electric properties of the Au covered ZnO surfaces revealed the metallic character of the Au nanoparticles grown on the insulating ZnO thin films surface. These features justify the use of the obtained heterostructures in gas sensor applications since metallic nanoparticles act as preferential catalytic adsorption sites in reducing chemical environment.
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